A NOTION OF PROGRESS pdf
1: Progress in Notion â€“ Independent Media Talk Show
Progress is the idea that the world and the society can evolve positively in therms of sciences, technology,
modernization, living condition, etc. However, the idea of progress is still debate between those who consider that it's
beneficial and those for whom it's harmful.

Overview of Conceptual Issues The problem of progress can be approached from many directions. Three
questions will provide the starting points for this particular analysis. Note that the first question is normative,
the second belongs to social science, and the third is methodological and epistemological. To argue
successfully that human well-being is increasing over the long term, theorists of progress must offer an
interpretation of well-being compatible with that claim. They are committed either to interpret human
well-being as a single value, or as a set of incommensurable values that are empirically connected. In the first
case, value monism, the list of compelling alternatives is not long. It includes freedom, happiness or utility,
and the realization of human capabilities. In the second case, theorists can draw on a wider range of values,
but will have to show that the incommensurable components of human well-being reinforce each other
causally or at least do not clash. As we will see, faced with the difficulties of the task, some theorists do not
define well-being rigorously. They may, however, formulate a conception of improvement for a circumscribed
domain of social life, the description of which is a part of their overall account. Next, each theorist of progress
offers a causal story to explain the improvement in the human condition that he thinks has occurred. The
notion of a universal history, a historical narrative taking all of humanity as its subject, came to prominence
during the Enlightenment. Universal historians aspired to surpass ordinary historians in breadth and depth and
aimed to penetrate the surface play of events to discover fundamental laws of historical development. These
laws would not only explain the past, but could be used to predict the future. Although a universal history
need not be an account of improvement, all accounts of progress rest explicitly or implicitly on a universal
history. The content of the laws of progress, however, is an object of contention. Many thinkers, including
Hegel and Auguste Comte, view the development of ideas over time as the fundamental change that causes
overall improvement. Marx, in contrast, regards the growth of the means of production as primary. Kant
represents a third category, arguing that a tension within human nature itself is the source of change. We will
also see theorists who offer more eclectic causal stories and, because their accounts of change are more
complicated, are less inclined to formalize their conclusions. Next to content, thinkers differ in their treatment
of episodes of devastation and conflict and periods of decline. It is hard for anyone to sustain the argument
that improvement is perfectly linear, but some theorists more than others emphasize that such episodes and
eras can be part of a pattern of long-term improvement. Furthermore, the extent to which the laws are
deterministic varies. Some authors leave little room for choice and contingency, while others frame their
generalizations as loose trends that constrain rather than determine the course of events. Authors in the latter
category often present their writings as political interventions that can shape the future as well as predict it.
Finally, the question of method arises. Most of the authors treated in this study wrote before quantitative and
statistical methods in the social sciences became widespread. Nevertheless, they do remark on method, in
some cases in detail. The most striking distinction is between those who rely on a priori reasoning and those
who generalize from empirical facts in a social scientific fashion. While this study will not concentrate on
method, a priori reasoning and problematic empirical assumptions will be attended to. Pre-Enlightenment
Thought Whether any ancient philosophers proposed a doctrine of progress is a matter of scholarly contention
Bury , 11; Nesbit , xi. However, it is clear that the figures of antiquity who exerted the most influence on later
thinkers did not believe in progress in the robust sense used in this article. Plato and Aristotle hold a cyclical
view of human affairs. They allow that certain developments occur spontaneously, but also see disaster and
decline as inevitable. In the Laws, Plato proposes that human society begins with the family, then moves
through intermediate forms, and finally arrives at the city-state ad. In the Politics, Aristotle also presents this
progression of forms a24â€”a4. Not only is man a political animal as a matter of fact Politics, a2 , it is also
true that human excellence is only possible within a city-state with a good constitution. But unhappily there is
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no tendency for the city-state, once achieved, to realize or maintain such a constitution. For instance, while
Aristotle cautiously admits that laws can and should improve a12â€”14 , Book V of the Politics shows that all
constitutional formsâ€”bad and goodâ€”are unstable. In the Statesman, Plato adopts the traditional Greek story
of a golden age and a subsequent decline, written down by Hesiod in Works and Days. Hesiod tells the story
of five races of men: The golden race is the best of all, and the present race, the iron race, is the worst. While
the earth moves in the first direction, the gods oversee the affairs of mankind. As a herdsman looks after his
flock, the gods tend to the needs of human beings. Because they are under the perfect care of the gods, humans
do not need to govern themselves Statesman, ea. Plato suggests that the golden age, the era of the golden race,
occurred during such a period. When the earth changes course, a period of chaos ensues, which corresponds to
the end of the golden age. Finally, when the earth moves in the second direction, people are left on their own,
which explains the other ages described by Hesiod. Aristotle also entertains the possibility of periodic flooding
Meteorology, a29â€”32 and suggests that myths may contain the remnants of the wisdom of destroyed
civilizations Metaphysics, b9â€” After Plato and Aristotle, the most influential early philosopher is St.
Augustine of Hippo â€” C. The rest of humanity is predestined for damnation. Augustine rejects cyclical
accounts of human affairs for a linear one. He is especially concerned to repudiate the doctrine of eternal
recurrence, which says that events identical in all respects repeat over and over again. He emphasizes that the
birth, death, and resurrection of Christ are unique occurrences , XII. But his emphasis on the City of God
contrasts with the worldly, inclusive vision of theorists of progress. As we will see, these theorists are
concerned with humanity as a whole, rather than with a part of it. And their focus is on earth rather than on
heaven. Enlightenment Views on Progress The writings on progress of the 18th century drew inspiration from
the intellectual achievements of the 16th and 17th centuries. During this time, Europe witnessed an explosion
of scientific and mathematical activity. In the natural sciences, the main fields of investigation were physics
and astronomy. Major figures included Copernicus â€” , Galileo â€” , Kepler â€” , and Newton â€” Newton
synthesized the work of the previous thinkers to bring the behavior of bodies on earth and bodies in space
under a single scientific law, the law of universal gravitation. This law states that two bodies attract each other
in proportion to their masses and in inverse proportion to the square of the distance between them Palmer , â€”
The discoveries of these scientists had broad implications. First of all, the success of the new physics in
unifying distinct phenomena and predicting behavior vindicated an underlying paradigm of scientific
investigation and explanation. Here was a clear example of a communal activity in which one human built on
and improved the work of his predecessor. The activity resulted in the discovery of a scientific law, the law of
universal gravitation, of unprecedented power Palmer , â€” Although Condorcet wrote his essay in prison
during the Terror, he, like Turgot, evinces optimism about the future of France and of humanity as a whole.
Both authors suggest that philosophical progress is the deepest condition of scientific progress. Influenced by
British empiricism, Turgot and Condorcet assert that all human knowledge is grounded in experience.
According to Turgot, the renaissance of science first required an empiricist turn, the abandoning of
explanations appealing to faculties and essences. The scientific experiment then found its place as the
centerpiece of the scientific method and the vehicle of further progress Turgot , 45; , â€” Condorcet reiterates
these points and also provides a wealth of examples of recent scientific discoveries , â€” Turgot and Condorcet
agree that scientific progress is dependent on mathematical and technological progress, and vice versa Turgot ,
45; Condorcet , Although neither author rigorously defines human well-being, both believe that, over the long
term, scientific discoveries and political freedom reinforce each other and together further it. Turgot considers
the role that political institutions play in advancing science. He thinks that individual genius moves science
forward. Political institutions are important to scientific progress insofar as they allow geniuses to flourish.
Variation in scientific achievement is to be explained not by the concentration of genius but by the institutions
that either suppress or encourage it , Despotic government is bad for genius, while republics nurture it.
Condorcet also remarks that free institutions are the native environment of scientific discovery , In turn, the
growth of scientific knowledge will advance political freedom Turgot , Turgot and Condorcet also hold that
short-term decline can be part of a pattern of long-term improvement. In the intellectual realm, the path to
truth is rocky, and errors are frequently the first result of reflection Turgot , 44; Condorcet , 37â€” For
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instance, the false scientific philosophy of faculties and essences is born of reflection on phenomena. In the
realm of action, devastating events like war and conquest can ultimately unite scattered groups of people and
ameliorate political organization Turgot , 71â€”2; Condorcet , Moreover, Turgot argues that individuals and
groups that contribute to progress are often motivated by emotion or personal interest , 69â€” The second
observation is related to the first, since Turgot thinks that the agents of creative destruction are usually
narrowly self-interested or emotion-driven. Despite their many common convictions, Condorcet and Turgot
part ways on the question of religion. Condorcet states that as scientific knowledge spreads, an enlightened
population will throw off the shackles of religion and its priests and demand greater freedom. The Scottish and
French Enlightenment were roughly contemporaneous and grappled with the same social phenomena. It is
difficult to draw hard and fast contrasts between the two bodies of thought, and better to consider individual
authors. So we turn to writings of David Hume â€” , which are characterized by both naturalism and
skepticism. Although he is less likely than Condorcet and Turgot to make sweeping comments about progress,
he explores the topic of social development in various interesting ways. He begins with the presumption that
scientific and artistic progress requires a background of political security. From this claim, he argues that the
arts and sciences cannot arise in a society without the rule of law. Hume also asserts that no monarchy can
develop the rule of law on its own, while republics must develop the rule of law if they are to survive at all. He
concludes that the arts and sciences first emerge in republics, not monarchies , 59â€”
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2: Progress | Definition of Progress by Merriam-Webster
Progress is the idea that advances in technology, science, and social organization can produce an improvement in the
human condition, and therefore that entire societies, and humanity in general, can improve in terms of their social,
political, and economic structures.

In most modern statements of the theory, the idea of continuous and progressive change in one or more
characters, due according to some to internal factors, according to others to external causes-evolution in a
"straight line" seems to be the central idea. Orthogenesis meant literally "straight origins", or "straight line
evolution". The term varied in meaning from the overtly vitalistic and theological to the mechanical. It ranged
from theories of mystical forces to mere descriptions of a general trend in development due to natural
limitations of either the germinal material or the environment By , however most who subscribed to
orthogenesis hypothesized some physical rather than metaphysical determinant of orderly change. Ayala
defined progress as "systematic change in a feature belonging to all the members of a sequence in such a way
that posterior members of the sequence exhibit an improvement of that feature". He argued that there are two
elements in this definition, directional change and improvement according to some standard. Whether a
directional change constitutes an improvement is not a scientific question; therefore Ayala suggested that
science should focus on the question of whether there is directional change, without regard to whether the
change is "improvement". Bowler defined orthogenesis as: Literally, the term means evolution in a straight
line, generally assumed to be evolution that is held to a regular course by forces internal to the organism.
Orthogenesis assumes that variation is not random but is directed towards fixed goals. Selection is thus
powerless, and the species is carried automatically in the direction marked out by internal factors controlling
variation. The French zoologist Jean-Baptiste Lamarck â€” himself accepted the idea, and it had a central role
in his theory of inheritance of acquired characteristics, the hypothesized mechanism of which resembled the
"mysterious inner force" of orthogenesis. Those who accepted orthogenesis in this way, however, did not
necessarily accept that the mechanism that drove orthogenesis was teleological had a definite goal. Charles
Darwin himself rarely used the term "evolution" now so commonly used to describe his theory, because the
term was strongly associated with orthogenesis, as had been common usage since at least Further, Darwin was
himself somewhat progressionist, believing for example that "Man" was "higher" than the barnacles he
studied. Hence we may look with some confidence to a secure future of equally inappreciable length. And as
natural selection works solely by and for the good of each being, all corporeal and mental endowments will
tend to progress towards perfection. Eimer claimed there were trends in evolution with no adaptive
significance that would be difficult to explain by natural selection. He used examples such as the evolution of
the horse to argue that evolution had proceeded in a regular single direction that was difficult to explain by
random variation. Eclipse of Darwinism Numerous versions of orthogenesis see table have been proposed.
Debate centred on whether such theories were scientific, or whether orthogenesis was inherently vitalistic or
essentially theological. Lipman claimed evidence for orthogenesis in bacteria , fish populations and plants. He
believed this was purely mechanistic, denying any kind of vitalism , but that evolution occurs due to a periodic
cycle of evolutionary processes dictated by factors internal to the organism. Alternatives to evolution by
natural selection For the columns for other philosophies of evolution i. Theories of orthogenesis in
evolutionary biology [46] Author.
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Voici quelques exemples de problÃ©matiques Notion de ProgrÃ¨s (notion of progress) pour l'oral d'anglais. The notion
of progress in general Definition of progress.

Sorokin said, "The ancient Chinese, Babylonian, Hindu, Greek, Roman, and most of the medieval thinkers
supporting theories of rhythmical, cyclical or trendless movements of social processes were much nearer to
reality than the present proponents of the linear view". Therefore, Chinese proponents of modernization have
looked to western models. According to Thompson, the late Qing dynasty reformer, Kang Youwei, believed
he had found a model for reform and "modernisation" in the Ancient Chinese Classics. The last two centuries
were familiar with the myth of progress. Our own century has adopted the myth of modernity. The one myth
has replaced the other. Men ceased to believe in progress; but only to pin their faith to more tangible realities,
whose sole original significance had been that they were the instruments of progress. This exaltation of the
present The present is superior to the past, by definition, only in a mythology of progress. Thus one retains the
corollary while rejecting the principle. There is only one way of retaining a position of whose instability one is
conscious. One must simply refrain from thinking. World War I , World War II , and the rise of totalitarianism
demonstrated that progress was not automatic and that technological improvement did not necessarily
guarantee democracy and moral advancement. British historian Arnold J. Toynbee â€” felt that Christianity
would help modern civilization overcome its challenges. Besides rejecting the lessons of the past, they
Americanized the idea of progress by democratizing and vulgarizing it to include the welfare of the common
man as a form of republicanism. As Romantics deeply concerned with the past, collecting source materials and
founding historical societies, the Founding Fathers were animated by clear principles. They saw man in
control of his destiny, saw virtue as a distinguishing characteristic of a republic, and were concerned with
happiness, progress, and prosperity. Bury wrote in It cannot be proved that the unknown destination towards
which man is advancing is desirable. The movement may be Progress, or it may be in an undesirable direction
and therefore not Progress The Progress of humanity belongs to the same order of ideas as Providence or
personal immortality. It is true or it is false, and like them it cannot be proved either true or false. Belief in it is
an act of faith. In the postmodernist thought steadily gaining ground from the s, the grandiose claims of the
modernizers are steadily eroded, and the very concept of social progress is again questioned and scrutinized.
In the new vision, radical modernizers like Joseph Stalin and Mao Zedong appear as totalitarian despots,
whose vision of social progress is held to be totally deformed. Postmodernists question the validity of 19th
century and 20th century notions of progressâ€”both on the capitalist and the Marxist side of the spectrum.
They argue that both capitalism and Marxism over-emphasize technological achievements and material
prosperity while ignoring the value of inner happiness and peace of mind. Postmodernism posits that both
dystopia and utopia are one and the same, overarching grand narratives with impossible conclusions. Progress
trap Some 20th-century authors refer to the "Myth of Progress" to refer to the idea that the human condition
will inevitably improve. In , English physician Montague David Eder wrote: Philosophers, men of science and
politicians have accepted the idea of the inevitability of progress. The strongest critics of the idea of progress
complain that it remains a dominant idea in the 21st century, and shows no sign of diminished influence. As
one fierce critic, British historian John Gray b. The interaction of quickening scientific advance with
unchanging human needs is a fate that we may perhaps temper, but cannot overcome Those who hold to the
possibility of progress need not fear. The illusion that through science humans can remake the world is an
integral part of the modern condition. Renewing the eschatological hopes of the past, progress is an illusion
with a future. Recently the idea of progress has been generalized to psychology, being related with the concept
of a goal, that is, progress is understood as "what counts as a means of advancing towards the end result of a
given defined goal. Bury said that thought in ancient Greece was dominated by the theory of world-cycles or
the doctrine of eternal return, and was steeped in a belief parallel to the Judaic " fall of man ," but rather from
a preceding " Golden Age " of innocence and simplicity. Time was generally regarded as the enemy of
humanity which depreciates the value of the world. He credits the Epicureans with having had a potential for
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leading to the foundation of a theory of progress through their materialistic acceptance of the atomism of
Democritus as the explanation for a world without an intervening deity. Xenophanes said "The gods did not
reveal to men all things in the beginning, but men through their own search find in the course of time that
which is better. The Renaissance of the 15th, 16th and 17th Centuries changed the mindset in Europe towards
an empirical view, based on a pantheistic interpretation of Plato. This induced a revolution in curiosity about
nature in general and scientific advance, which opened the gates for technical and economic advance.
Furthermore, the individual potential was seen as a never-ending quest for being God-like, paving the way for
a view of Man based on unlimited perfection and progress. Age of Enlightenment In the Enlightenment ,
French historian and philosopher Voltaire â€” was a major proponent. His subsequent notion of the historical
idea of progress saw science and reason as the driving forces behind societal advancement. Immanuel Kant
â€” argued that progress is neither automatic nor continuous and does not measure knowledge or wealth, but is
a painful and largely inadvertent passage from barbarism through civilization toward enlightened culture and
the abolition of war. Kant called for education, with the education of humankind seen as a slow process
whereby world history propels mankind toward peace through war, international commerce, and enlightened
self-interest. The difficulties and dangers of life provided the necessary stimuli for human development, while
the uniquely human ability to evaluate led to ambition and the conscious striving for excellence. Man found
his happiness only in effort. He said, "Had population and food increased in the same ratio, it is probable that
man might never have emerged from the savage state". Most scholars concluded this growth of scientific
knowledge and methods led to the growth of industry and the transformation of warlike societies into an
industrial and pacific one. They agreed as well that there had been a systematic decline of coercion in
government, and an increasing role of liberty and of rule by consent. There was more emphasis on impersonal
social and historical forces; progress was increasingly seen as the result of an inner logic of society. He
describes the midth century condition in The Communist Manifesto as follows: The bourgeoisie cannot exist
without constantly revolutionizing the instruments of production, and thereby the relations of production, and
with them the whole relations of society. Conservation of the old modes of production in unaltered form, was,
on the contrary, the first condition of existence for all earlier industrial classes. Constant revolutionizing of
production, uninterrupted disturbance of all social conditions, everlasting uncertainty, and agitation distinguish
the bourgeois epoch from all earlier ones. All fixed, fast frozen relations, with their train of ancient and
venerable prejudices and opinions, are swept away, all new-formed ones become antiquated before they can
ossify. All that is solid melts into air, all which is holy is profaned, and man is at last compelled to face with
sober senses his real condition of life and his relations with his kind. No social order is ever destroyed before
all the productive forces for which it is sufficient have been developed, and new superior relations of
production never replace older ones before the material conditions for their existence have matured within the
framework of the old society. Marxism further states that capitalism, in its quest for higher profits and new
markets, will inevitably sow the seeds of its own destruction. Marxists believe that, in the future, capitalism
will be replaced by socialism and eventually communism. The unreasonable man persists in trying to adapt the
world to himself. Therefore, all progress depends on the unreasonable man. Thus, by the beginning of the 20th
century, two opposing schools of thoughtâ€”Marxism and liberalismâ€”believed in the possibility and the
desirability of continual change and improvement. Marxists strongly opposed capitalism and the liberals
strongly supported it, but the one concept they could both agree on was modernism , a trend of thought which
affirms the power of human beings to make, improve and reshape their society, with the aid of scientific
knowledge, technology and practical experimentation.
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The notion of progress is the idea that the world can be enhanced in terms of science, technology, rights and quality of
life. Progress implies changes in the way of life, tradition s and vision of world.

The Study of Scientific Change The idea that science is a collective enterprise of researchers in successive
generations is characteristic of the Modern Age Nisbet They all inspired epistemological views e.
Philosopher-scientists with an interest in the history of science William Whewell, Charles Peirce, Ernst Mach,
Pierre Duhem gave interesting analyses of some aspects of scientific change. In the early twentieth century,
analytic philosophers of science started to apply modern logic to the study of science. Their main focus was
the structure of scientific theories and patterns of inference Suppe Among these contributions one can
mention N. These works challenged the received view about the development of scientific knowledge and
rationality. Except perhaps during periods of Kuhnian normal science, theory change is not cumulative or
continuous: Popper and Kuhn differed, however, in their definitions of progress: These studies have also led to
many important novelties being added to the toolbox of philosophers of science. One of them is the systematic
study of inter-theory relations, such as reduction Balzer et al. Another was the recognition that, besides
individual statements and theories, there is also a need to consider temporally developing units of scientific
activity and achievement: New interest about the development of science promoted close co-operation
between historians and philosophers of science. For example, case studies of historical examples e. Further
interesting material for philosophical discussions about scientific progress is provided by quantitative
approaches in the study of the growth of scientific publications de Solla Price ; Rescher and science indicators
Elkana et al. Sociologists of science have studied the dynamic interaction between the scientific community
and other social institutions. One of their favorite topics has been the emergence of new scientific specialties
Mulkay ; Niiniluoto b. Sociologists are also concerned with the pragmatic problem of progress: Thus, the
notion of science may refer to a social institution, the researchers, the research process, the method of inquiry,
and scientific knowledge. The concept of progress can be defined relative to each of these aspects of science.
Hence, different types of progress can be distinguished relative to science: These types of progress have to be
conceptually distinguished from advances in other human activities, even though it may turn out that scientific
progress has at least some factual connections with technological progress increased effectiveness of tools and
techniques and social progress economic prosperity, quality of life, justice in society. All of these aspects of
scientific progress may involve different considerations, so that there is no single concept that would cover all
of them. For our purposes, it is appropriate here to concentrate only on cognitive progress, i. In science, it is a
normative demand that all contributions to research should yield some cognitive profit, and their success in
this respect can be assessed before publication by referees peer review and after publication by colleagues.
Hence, the theory of scientific progress is not merely a descriptive account of the patterns of developments
that science has in fact followed. In this spirit, Laudan has defended the project of testing philosophical
models of scientific change by the history of science: It may be the case that most scientific work, at least the
best science of each age, is also good science. But it is also evident that scientists often have different opinions
about the criteria of good science, and rival researchers and schools make different choices in their preference
of theories and research programs. Therefore, it can be argued against the naturalists that progress should not
be defined by the actual developments of science: The task of finding and defending such standards is a
genuinely philosophical one which can be enlightened by history and sociology but which cannot be reduced
to empirical studies of science. Bird, , Niiniluoto, Quality is primarily an activity-oriented concept,
concerning the skill and competence in the performance of some task. Progress is a result-oriented concept,
concerning the success of a product relative to some goal. All acceptable work in science has to fulfill certain
standards of quality. But it seems that there are no necessary connections between quality and progress in
science. Sometimes very well-qualified research projects fail to produce important new results, while less
competent but more lucky works lead to success. Nevertheless, the skillful use of the methods of science will
make progress highly probable. Hence, the best practical strategy in promoting scientific progress is to support
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high-quality research. For example, output measures like publication counts are measures of scholarly
achievement, but it is problematic whether such a crude measure is sufficient to indicate quality cf.
Chotkowski La Follette The number of articles in refereed journals is an indicator of the quality of their
author, but it is clear that this indicator cannot yet define what progress means, since publications may
contribute different amounts to the advance of scientific knowledge. Martin and Irvine suggest that the
concept of scientific progress should be linked to the notion of impact, i. It is no doubt correct that one cannot
advance scientific knowledge without influencing the epistemic state of the scientific community. If science is
goal-directed, then we must acknowledge that movement in the wrong direction does not constitute progress.
The failure of science indicators to function as definitions of scientific progress is due to the fact that they do
not take into account the semantic content of scientific publications. For the same reason, research assessment
exercises may use science indicators as tools, but ultimately they have to rely on the judgment of peers who
have substantial knowledge in the field. But even when we consider science as a knowledge-seeking cognitive
enterprise, there is no reason to assume that the goal of science is one-dimensional. As we shall see in Section
3, alternative theories of scientific progress can be understood as specifications of such epistemic utilities. For
example, they might include truth and information Levi ; see also Popper , or explanatory and predictive
power Hempel A goal may be accessible in the sense that it can be reached in a finite number of steps in a
finite time. A goal is utopian if it cannot be reached or even approached. Thus, utopian goals cannot be
rationally pursued, since no progress can be made in an attempt to reach them. Walking to the moon is a
utopian task in this sense. However, not all inaccessible goals are utopian: The classical sceptic argument
against science, repeated by Laudan a , is that knowing the truth is a utopian task. However, there does not
seem to be any reason to think that truth is generally accessible in this strong sense. Therefore, the crucial
question is whether it is possible to make rational appraisals that we have made progress in the direction of the
truth see Section 3. A goal is effectively recognizable if there are routine or mechanical tests for showing that
the goal has been reached or approached. If the defining criteria of progress are not recognizable in this strong
sense, we have to distinguish true or real progress from our perceptions or estimations of progress. The latter
appraisals, as our own judgments, are recognizable, but the former claims may be correct without our knowing
it. Characteristics and measures that help us to make such appraisals are then indicators of progress. Laudan
requires that a rational goal for science should be accessible and effectively recognizable Laudan , a. This
requirement, which he uses to rule out truth as a goal of science, is very strong. The demands of rationality
cannot dictate that a goal has to be given up, if there are reasonable indicators of progress towards it. A goal
may be backward-looking or forward-looking: If my aim is to travel as far from home as possible, my success
is measured by my distance from Helsinki. If I wish to become ever better and better piano player, my
improvement can be assessed relative to my earlier stages, not to any ideal Perfect Pianist. But if I want to
travel to San Francisco, my progress is a function of my distance from the destination. If science is viewed as
a knowledge-seeking activity, it is natural to define real progress in forward-looking terms: But, as this goal is
unknown to us, our estimates or perceptions of progress have to be based on backward-looking evidential
considerations. This kind of view of the aims of science does not presuppose the existence of one unique
ultimate goal. Furthermore, in addition to the multiplicity of the possible targets, there may be several roads
that lead to the same destination. One possible objection is that scientific discoveries are progressive when
they introduce novel ideas, even though they cannot be fully explained in rational terms Popper ; cf. Hanson ;
Kleiner However, another problem is more relevant here: By whose lights should such steps be evaluated?
This question is urgent especially if we acknowledge that standards of good science have changed in history
Laudan a. As we shall see, the main rival philosophical theories of progress propose absolute criteria, such as
problem-solving capacity or increasing truthlikeness, that are applicable to all developments of science
throughout its history. On the other hand, rationality is a methodological concept which is historically relative:
Doppelt, , Laudan, ; Niiniluoto The instrumentalists follow Duhem in thinking that theories are merely
conceptual tools for classifying, systematizing and predicting observational statements, so that the genuine
content of science is not to be found on the level of theories Duhem Scientific realists, by contrast, regard
theories as attempts to describe reality even beyond the realm of observable things and regularities, so that
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theories can be regarded as statements having a truth value. They may happen to be true, but we cannot know
this for certain in any particular case. But even when theories are false, they can be cognitively valuable if they
are closer to the truth than their rivals Popper Theories should be testable by observational evidence, and
success in empirical tests gives inductive confirmation Hintikka ; Kuipers or non-inductive corroboration to
the theory Popper It might seem natural to expect that the main rival accounts of scientific progress would be
based upon the positions of instrumentalism and realism. But this is only partly true. To be sure, naive realists
as a rule hold the accumulation-of-truths view of progress, and many philosophers combine the realist view of
theories with the axiological thesis that truth is an important goal of scientific inquiry. A non-cumulative
version of the realist view of progress can be formulated by using the notion of truthlikeness. But there are
also philosophers who accept the possibility of a realist treatment of theories, but still deny that truth is a
relevant value of science which could have a function in the characterization of scientific progress. The
acceptance of a theory involves only the claim that it is empirically adequate, not its truth on the theoretical
level. An instrumentalist who denies that theories have truth values usually defines scientific progress by
referring to other virtues theories may have, such as their increasing empirical success. In Duhem expressed
this idea by a simile: Evolutionary epistemology is open to instrumentalist Toulmin and realist Popper
interpretations. A biological approach to human knowledge naturally gives emphasis to the pragmatist view
that theories function as instruments of survival. Darwinist evolution in biology is not goal-directed with a
fixed forward-looking goal; rather, species adapt themselves to an ever changing environment. In applying this
account to the problem of knowledge-seeking, the fitness of a theory can be taken to mean that the theory is
accepted by members of the scientific community. But a realist can reinterpret the evolutionary model by
taking fitness to mean the truth or truthlikeness of a theory.
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Progress in Notion is an on demand talk show with a focus on politics, economics, philosophy, current events, and
whatever comes our way; as long as its entertaining.

About Bravery 5 Jan All my life, I have never considered myself as a brave person. As far as I remember, I am
always scared. Having said that, I could say that I am quite proud of myself this year. Well maybe these past
14 months or so if I want to be really precise. But I have done so many new things, accepting so many
challenges that maybe two years ago would never occurred to me, and I am loving the result! This year I
finally able to cross three things on my so called bucket list because I have never actually made a list, but
those are the things I have always wanted I am back to school I have always wanted to pursue undergraduate
degree, but things were always came my way. I have so many people supporting me for taking this decision
and I am gonna graduate with flying color, I swear! And healthier than ever! But instead, I got bigger and
bigger and not even close to healthy. I went to see the obgyn to talk about this illness thoroughly. I hired a
nutritionist and followed her plan religiously, and I pushed myself to exercise, harder than ever. I have never
been fitter and happier, really , and, like I wrote above, I am slowly going back to my non-whale size. And I
am doing it the healthy way. I can even say I very rarely travel! But whenever I dream of traveling, I always
think of Europe. Last month I went to Finland for school trip and I enjoyed every second of it. What makes
my heart swell with pride is that I spent a couple of days by myself in Helsinki, and I managed to last in one
piece. D There are also some other things that I am quite proud of, like this year I managed to finish not one,
but TWO races. And that I participated in Shave for Hope event and running around everywhere with clean
shaved head for a couple of months I am going back to wig now, though, because now the hair starts to grow, I
look really weird I am not very religious. And being a person who got scared about a lot of things, I can tell
you that it is really a wonderful feeling. But it really is awesome. I am about to try something new again this
coming year. It could be the stupidest thing I have ever done, or it could even be the best decision. And it
scares the hell out of me. But I know that, whatever the outcome is, I would not regret this decision. I am
gonna face this new challenge bravely, and I will work hard and have a lot of fun and at the end of the day, I
know I can sleep better at night knowing that I, once again have surprised myselfâ€¦ and be brave.
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Elena Ene D-Vasilescu In this piece the notion of progress will be considered from the perspective of its
relation with, among others, the concepts of motion, purpose,1and eschatology because the Fathers of the
Church on whom our text focuses â€” some of those who lived before the seventh century â€” employed these
terms in treating the subject under discussion here. Their oeuvre intimates that when one speaks about
progress in the human domain they express something about it in the divine realm as well because the sacred
and mundane worlds are entwined. An element of novelty will also be introduced: To the best of our
knowledge, there is no substantial literature commenting on this concept specific to Maximian corpus. Also,
our text will indicate that the Fathers of the Church, especially the Cappadocians, were concerned not only
with the progress of the souls, but also with that of the cosmos in general. They explained how it takes place in
the various domains of the universe they speak about the logoi or seminal principles which every element of
reality contains. I have elaborated elsewhere on the fact that the works of some of the Church Fathers seem to
display a type of evolutionism that would pertain to everything that exists. An example in which
Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite deploys the first meaning is the following: The Fathers â€” especially Basil
the Great and Gregory of Nyssa â€” when speaking about progress, had something else in mind: Bagehot
attempted to apply natural sciences to politics and philosophy; he thought that politics was intertwined with
Darwinism and that progressive change is inherited over generations. Bury, The Idea of Progress, p. In
German, Alfred Schmidt coined it as a collective singular Kollectivsingular in the nineteenth century. Simone
Knewitz, in her book Making Progress. Pragmatism and Utopia, , Gloucester: Seneca, believed in progress in
sciences, Naturales Quaestiones, vii. The type of progress the Church patriarchs most often mentioned is that
happening on a spiritual level. We shall focus on the idea of the continual development of the human soul as
seen by few of these ancient authors. But as Mark Edwards indicates,18 and I underline in another
publication,19 his work was criticised both for upholding the idea of universal salvation and for sustaining that
of cycles of development. Commentaries and Homilies, trans. Oxford University Press, , he also refers to
Adamantius. He said that Origen: Nyssen conceives both a biological and a moral progress of the human
beings. Then, when the soul has partaken of as many beautiful things as it has room for, the Word draws it
again afresh, as if it had not yet partaken in beautiful things, drawing it to share in the supreme beauty. Thus
its desire is increased in proportion as it progresses towards that which is always shinning forth, and because
of the excess of good things which are all the time being discovered in that which is supreme, the soul seems
to be touching the ascent for the first time. For to Him who really arises there will be no end of always arising.
And for him who runs towards the Lord, the space for this divine race will never be used up. For we must
always be aroused, and never cease from coming closer by running. Gregory believed that since from the
temporal perspective humanity is a thought of God which is not yet completed, additions to the number of
souls continue up to a certain limit: This leads to the conclusion that there will always be more to understand
and that the more we understand, the more we recognize that God is incomprehensible. Wherever I am carried,
my love is carrying me. By your gift we are set on fire and carried upwards: Dionysius the Areopagite In his
mystical and symbolic theology Dionysius the Areopagite sixth century is concerned with the progress of the
souls;31 he conceives it within the framework of discussions about deification, and does it in a manner similar
to that espoused by Nyssen in his writings. Thus, ontologically speaking, the plurality specific to the world 30
Ilaria Ramelli, The Christian Doctrine of Apokatastasis: Living things participate in Its life-giving Power
above all life; rational things participate in Its perfection and in Its great Wisdom above all reason and
intellect. For the mind cannot be directed to the spiritual presence and contemplation of the Celestial
Hierarchies unless it uses the sensible guidance most appropriated to it. This marks an important distinction
between him and Proclus, who saw these as contrasting notions. Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, , pp.
See also Paul Rorem, John C. Lamoreaux, John of Scythopolis and the Dionysian Corpus: Pontifical Institute
of Mediaeval Studies, , p. The Areopagite implies that there might now be opposition between the two, but in
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the Eschaton this is overcome. Dodd and Paul M. The Syrian would have conceived it as continuing in the
afterlife because the 52 Rorem, Biblical and Liturgical Symbols, p. Other Greek Writers After Nicaea, , pp. A
Response to Fr. Liturgy known by him standardised to a certain extent by the fifth century contained prayers
dedicated to the deceased for the further perfection of their souls. Maximus the Confessor While the writings
of the Syriac treat progress mainly in its vertical aspect, Maximus the Confessor focusses on its horizontal
dimension. Redemption is for him both personal and ecclesial, as it is for Gregory of Nyssa. For Maximus
heaven is a state of rest, a possibility denied by Nyssen. The monk also introduces the 57 P. But being so, it is
an image of the divine abyss. Maximus the Confessor, Ambigua 71, in PG Commented on in Nicholas V.
Sakharov, I love, therefore I am, St. Thanks are due to Marius Portaru and Fr. Ciprian Burca for discussing
these sources with me. Later in human history the idea of a perpetual progress was adopted even by thinkers
whose ideological systems had difficulties in accommodating it, as was the case with the philosophy of
Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibniz. It is true that if we keep in mind the human-made tragedies of the last two
hundred years, it is tempting to agree with the conclusion expressed by Wolfram Kinzig in his book Novitas
Christiana, that the ideas of progress in the history of humankind should be abandoned. Most importantly, this
temporary reality points to what underlies and keeps everything together, 70 Paul M. Blowers and Robert L.
Selected Writings from St. Maximus the Confessor, Crestwood, NY: Maximus the Confessor, Letter ll to John
Cubicularium: There is also a translation of it in Andrew Louth ed. Maximus the Confessor, Mystagogy, PG
Vandenhoeck 8, Ruprecht,
7: Scientific Progress (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy)
Oral d'anglais au Bac LV1 (notion of progress) Anglais Bac. Loading Unsubscribe from Anglais Bac? prÃ©senter la
notion - Terminale - Espagnol - Les Bons Profs - Duration:

8: The notion of progress in Patristic www.enganchecubano.com | Elena Ene D-Vasilescu - www.enganche
The 19th-century writers on progress took up and elaborated the notion that conflict is an essential part of a progressive
narrative. G.W.F. Hegel () is an example of such a writer. Hegel does not give a straightforward account of human
progress.
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''We will progress it as quickly as we can and will come back to you with proposals,' he said.' 'There is a backstory that
progresses your single-player missions.' 'All I can say to him is that in the time that I have been the chair of that
committee he will know the interest that I have had in progressing the matter.'.
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